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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a Dedekind ring and G a finite group. An RG-lattice is an 
RG-module which is finitely generated and projective as an R-module. Let 
H be a fixed subgroup of G. Form the free abelian group X on the symbols 
[Ml, where M ranges over a full set of representatives of the isomorphism 
classes of RG-lattices. Denote by Y the subgroup of X generated by all 
elements [M] - [M’] - [M”] such that there is an RG-exact sequence 
O+M’LM+M”+O, 
which is split when viewed as a sequence of RH-lattices. The quotient group 
X/Y will be denoted by a,(G, H). The element [M] + YE a,(G, H) will 
also be denoted by [Ml. If M, N are RG-lattices, define M @ N to be the 
RG-lattice obtained by letting G act on M OR N through the formula 
g.(m@n) =gm@gn, gEG, mEM, TZEN. 
Then putting [M] . [N] = [M ON], we give a,(G, H) the structure of a 
commutative ring with unit [RI, where G acts trivially on R . a,(G, H) is 
the Grothendieck ring of RG-lattices relative to RH-split sequences. When 
G = H, we write a,(G) instead of a,(G, G), for brevity. 
In the event that R is a field of characteristic p > 0, a,(G, H) has been 
studied extensively by Lam, Reiner, Wigner, Dress, and Conlon (See [2]-[4], 
[6]-[12]). In this paper, we calculate some examples in the case where R is 
not a field. Our examples show that the methods of the “modular” case do 
not generalize to the “integral” case. 
* This work supported by an NSF Traineeship at the University of Illinois. The 
author is indebted to Professor Irving Reiner for his advice and encouragement. He 
is also indebted to Professor J. A. Green for his useful comments on certain matters 
of style. 
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2. GROUPS OF PRIME ORDER 
Let p be a rational prime. Denote by R the ring of p-adic integers in the 
field K of p-adic numbers, and let H = (h) denote a cyclic group of order p. 
Denote by A the RH-lattice R with trivial action of H. Let 5 be a primitive 
p-th root of unity over K, and denote by B the RH-lattice R[[], where 
h . x = 5 . x for x E R[Q. 
(2.1) THEOREM (Heller and Reiner [5]). A and B are the onZy irreducible 
RH-lattices. The indecomposable RH-lattices are A, B, and RH. There are 
nonsplit RH-exact sequences 
O+A-+RH-+B-+O, 
O+B-+RH-+A--+O. 
Further. 
and if 
ex&(A, B) gg ex&(B, A) E A/@ g z&z, 
O+A-+X-+B+O 
O+B--+Y+A-+O 
aye nonsplit exact sequences, then X E Y c RH. 
Now let t, u be positive integers. Denote by A(“) the RH-lattice 
A @ ... @ A (U copies), etc. Then we have 
(2.2) ex&(B”), A’“‘) g (A/PA),,, , 
where (A/PA),x, denotes the module of all t x u matrices over A/PA. This 
isomorphism may be described explicitly as follows: Let 
@ = 1 + h + h2 + *.* + h*-l. Write 
Bet’ = B . b, @ ... @B . 6, 
AcU) = A . a, @ ... @ A . a, . 
Let RH . x1 @ .*. @ RH . xt be a free RH-module with basis x1 ,..., xt . 
Define T: C RH . xi-+x B . bi by ‘(xi) = bi for i = l,..., t. Then 
ker 7 = x RH . @ . Xi , so there is an exact sequence 
o- CRH.~.xi---tCRH.xi-ItCB.bi--+O. 
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Hence there is an exact sequence 
hom,H (1 RH * xi , c A * aj ) -% hornRH (~RH*@*xi,~A-aj) 
+ ex& (C B * b, , C A . aj) + ex& (C RH . Xi , C A . aj). 
Since C RH . xj is RH-free, the last term is zero; therefore 
exti, (CB.bi,CA.aj)~cokerT*. 
If F: C RH . @ . xi + C A . aj , then the matrix corresponding to F + Im T* 
under the isomorphism (2.2) is obtained by writing F(@xJ = Cj aijaj , 
aij E A, and reducing the matrix (aij) modulo pA. The extension correspond- 
ing to F + Im T* is the lower row of 
O--+~RH.@xi --+CRH-xi ---txB.bi-+O 
F 
1 1 1' 
O-CA *aj------+M-----+ ~B’~b,--+O, 
where the left hand square is constructed as a pushout diagram. If Y is the 
R/pR-rank of (Q + PA), then it follows from [5] that 
(2.3) LEMMA [5]. Let X be an RH-lattice. Then 
(9 ext&(RH, X) = 0 
(ii) ext&(X, RH) = 0 
(iii) ext&(A, A) = 0 
(iv) exti,(B, B) = 0. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose that 
E:O--+A*M-MIA-0 
is a nonsplit short exact sequence of RH-lattices. Then there is an RH-sublattice 
X of M such that 
(i) Xz RH 
(ii) a(A) C X 
(iii) X is an RH-direct summand of M. 
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Proof. Write M/A as a direct sum of indecomposable lattices. Then there 
is a corresponding decomposition of ext&(M/A, A). Since E represents a 
nonzero element of extl &M/A, A), it follows that for some indecomposable 
summand Y of M/A, the component of the class of E in ext&(Y, A) is 
nonzero. By (2.3), we conclude immediately that Y g B. Since the projec- 
tions in the decomposition of ext&(M/A, A) are induced by the injections 
in the decomposition of M/A, we see that there is an RH-split exact sequence 
for some RH-lattice N such that i*(class of E) # 0, where 
i* = exti,(i, A) : ext&(M/A, A) --f ext&(B, A). 
It follows that any representative of i*(class of E) is nonsplit. Using the 
construction of i*(see [13]), we see that there is, therefore, a diagram of 
RH-lattices 
O-A-+X’-B-O 
O-+A-%-t-M/A-O 
in which the upper row is nonsplit and the right-hand square is a pullback. 
It is easy to verify that o is manic and coker u z N. Now, X’g RH by 
(2.1), so by (2.3(ii)), u(X’) is an RH-summand of M. Hence taking X = 0(X’), 
conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied, and so the proof is complete. 
We conclude this section with 
(2.5) LEMMA. Suppose a diagram 
A-%RH 
B 1 
RH 
is given, where 01, /3 are RH-monomorphisms with R-torsionfree cokernels. Then 
there are RH-homomorphisms p, 8: RH + RH such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
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3. CYCLIC $-GROUPS 
In this section, G is a cyclic group of order p”, and R is the ring of p-adic 
integers. Let g be a generator for G, and let h = gP”-‘. Then H = (h) is 
the unique subgroup of order p of G. We will calculate the ring a,(G, H). 
The methods used can also be used in the case G = H’ x H, where H’ is 
cyclic of order pn-l, and H is again cyclic of order p. We omit the details of 
this case. The notation for RH-lattices established in $2 will be carried over 
without further mention. 
It is not difficult to see that the irreducible RG-lattices are X0 ,..., X,, 
where for i = 0, l,..., n, ti is a primitive pi-th root of unity, and Xi = R[ti] 
with g . x = tix for x E R&l. 
For any RH-lattice N, denote by NC the induced lattice RG gRH N. 
Then the exact sequence 
OdA+RH+B+O 
gives rise to an exact sequence 
(3.1) O-AG+RG+BG--tO. 
Further, the image of A in RH is just RH * @, so it follows readily that the 
image of AC in RG is RG @. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let N be any H-trivial RG-lattice. Then 
as RG-modules. 
exti,(B’, N) e N/pN 
Proof. The exact sequence (3.1) induces an exact sequence 
hom,,(RG, N) I*, hom,,(RG * CD, N) --+ ext&(B”, N) 
- ex&,(RG, N). 
The last term is zero, hence ext&(BG, N) g coker T*. Now, an RG-homo- 
morphism F: RG . Q---f N is completely determined by F(Q). Since the 
annihilator ideal of Q, is RG . (h - l), and (h - l)N = 0 by hypothesis, 
F(D) may be given any value in N. Thus hom,,(RG . @, N) E N. The 
map T* is given by restriction, hence if F: RG -+ N, then 7*(F)(@) = F(D) = 
@ . F(1). Now F(1) may take any value in N, so in the isomorphism 
hom,,(RG . @, N) s N, the image of T * is identified with CD . N. But h acts 
trivially on N, so @ . N = p . N and hence 
as claimed. 
exti,(BG, N) g N/pN, 
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The above proof shows that for any element n E N, we may construct an 
extension (Bc, N, n) of BG by N. Namely, we takeF(@) = n, and we construct 
the diagram 
O--N ---+M--+BG--+O, 
where the left-hand square is a pushout. We put (BG, N; n) = M. Further- 
more, the two extensions (BG, N, n) and (BG, N; n’) are equivalent if and 
only if n - n’ EON. It is easy to prove 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let 01 by an RG-automorphism of N. Then (BG, N; n) z 
PC, N; 44). 
Using the fact that BG s RGIRG . Qi, it is easy to deduce: 
(3.4) LEMMA. X, E BG. (X,), z B(p”-l), where (X,), denotes X, 
viewed as an RH-lattice by restriction of operators. 
From the remarks above, we deduce that we may give extensions of X, 
by X,, by giving an element x,, E X,, . Let us use (3.3) to show 
(3.5) LEMMA. Up to isomorphism (of RG-lattices), there is only one non- 
split extension of X, by X0 . 
Proof, Let x0 E X0 and consider (X, , X0 ; x0). Since R is a discrete 
valuation ring and X,, = R, we may write x0 = pk . u, where k is a nonnega- 
tive integer and u is a unit. The map X0 + X0 , given by multiplication by 
u-l, is an RG-automorphism of X,, , so by (3.3), we have 
(Xn , &I; .%) e (Xn 3 x0 ; P”). 
If k>l, then p”~pXa; so, (X,, XO;pk)~(Xn,XO;O)=X,@XO. 
Hence up to isomorphism, the only nonsplit extension of X, by X, is 
(XL , x0 ; 1). 
Henceforth, (X, , X,, ; I) will be denoted by (X, , X0). 
Let I’ = (y) be a cyclic group of order pn-l. We identify r with G/H; 
thus we have an epimorphism p: G + r with kernel H. ‘p induces an epi- 
morphism RG - Rr through which we may regard Rr and its ideals as 
RG-lattices. In particular, let E denote RF viewed as RG-lattice, and V the 
RG-sublattice (y - 1) Rr of E. Ob serve that I’ is the augmentation ideal 
of Rr. 
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Since H = ker 9, E and I’ are H-trivial. Further, by [5, Theorem 1.71, E 
is a local ring with maximal ideal pE + I/, and E/pE is a local principal ideal 
ring with maximal ideal V&V. F rom this, it follows easily that any element 
of E is congruent modulo pE to an element of the form (y - l)“u, with u a 
unit. Hence any extension of X, by E is equivalent to an extension of the 
form (X, , E; (y - 1)‘“~). Now, if k 3 pn--l, then (y - 1)” EPE, whence 
(X, , E; (y - I)%) G X, @ E. On the other hand, if k <pa-l, then by 
(3.3) we deduce 
(X, , E; (Y - 1)“~) s (Xn , E; (Y - I)“). 
Hence we have shown 
(3.6) LEMMA. All isomorphism types of RG-lattices which are extensions 
of BG by E occur in the list (X,, E; I), (X,, E; (y - l)),..., (X, , E; (y - l)P”-‘). 
Henceforth, (X, , E; (y - 1)“) will be denoted by (X, , E)k:, for 
0 < K <pa-l. Similarly, we denote (X, , V; (y - 1)“) by (X, , V), , for 
0 <k <pn-l. 
Now we do some preliminary calculations in a,(G, H). Observe that there 
is an RG-exact sequence 
(3.7) O-V-%E-%X,-0, 
where E is the augmentation map and i is the inclusion. This is an RH-split 
sequence. It is not difficult to verify that (3.7) induces an RH-split sequence 
0+(X,, V+(&, E)r+Xo+O, 
whence 
(3.8) 
KL , &.I = K-K, V),] + [-%I in a,(G, ff), for y = 0, l,...,p’+-l. 
We also have an RG-epimorphism a: E--f V given by u(e) = (y - l)e, 
e E E. Form the pushout diagram 
O-E-(&,E)r 
0 
1 1 
6 
V&M. 
Then h is manic, and ker 6 G ker u e X,, . Let F: RG . @ + E be given by 
F(@) = (y - 1)“. Then the diagram 
RG.@-LRG 
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is a pushout, where RG - M is the composite of 8 with the canonical map 
RG + (X, , E)? . Hence Mr (X, , E OF(@)). However, aF(@) = (y - l)“+l, 
so M= wn , v,,, by the uniqueness of pushouts. Thus, there is an 
RG-exact sequence 
0 + xll -G (x2 , E>T -----z (xz > q,,, --f 0. (3.9) 
We will show below that (3.9) is not RH-split. 
Suppose now that M is any extension of an H-trivial RG-lattice N, by 
X& BG). We may construct a commutative diagram with RG-exact rows 
O+RG~@+RG-+X,+O 
4 1 lid 
0-+N -M-t X,+0, 
by the remarks following the proof of Prop. (3.2). In order to calculate the 
isomorphism class of the restricted lattice MH , it follows from the discussion 
of the isomorphism (2.2) and the structure of (X,), that we must choose an 
R-basis a, ,..., a, for N, write 
F((g - l)@) = f aijaj, with aii E R(0 < i < pn-l - I), 
+1 
and then calculate the R/pR-rank s of the matrix (CQ + pR). Once this is 
done, we will have 
MH z RHls) @ A(u-8) @ B(P”-l-s). 
Let us apply this procedure to the modules M = (X, , E)r , (X, , I’), 
and (X, , X0). The module E has R-basis {(y - l)i: 0 < i < p+1 - 1}, and 
(X, , E), is determined by the homomorphism F: RG . CD-P E given by 
F(O) = (y - 1)‘. Thus F((g - l)i . @) = (g - l)i . (y - I)’ = (y - l)~+i. 
Since (y - l)P”-’ E PE, the matrix to be considered is the p+1 x pn-1 matrix 
000 . . . ()I() . . . 0‘ 
000 . . . ()()I . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
000 . . . c)o() . . . 1 
000 . . . o(J() . . . 0 
. . , . . . . . . . . . . 
000 . . . ()0(-j . . . 0 
(3.10) 
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where the first nonzero entry of the first row occurs in the (r + l)st column. 
Clearly the rank of this matrix is pn-l - Y, hence 
(3.11) PROPOSITION. ((X,, E)r)H z RH(P"-'-T) @ A(T) @ w), for 
0 < r <p-1. 
Similarly, one establishes 
(3.12) PROPOSITION. ((X,, V),), r ~fF-'-r) @ A+1) 0 B(T), for 
1 < r < pn-1. 
(3.13) COROLLARY. The sequence (3.9) is not RH-split, for 0 < r <pa-l - 1. 
Proof. By (3.11), (3.12) and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem for RH-lat- 
tices [15]. 
Using the method above, one may also establish 
(3.14) PROPOSITION. (X, , X0), e RH @ @-l--l); 
and hence 
(3.15) COROLLARY. The sequence 
0-+x,~(x,,x,)-x,-+0 
is not RH-split. 
Now, by the argument in [8, Lemma (3.1)], one may show 
(3.16) LEMMA. Let R be a Dedekind ring, G 2 H Jinite groups. Let 
M, N, L be RG-lattices and suppose that there exists a commutative diagram 
MAN 
e 
0 
w w 
L 
such that 
(i) LX, /3 are RG-monomorphisms, 
(ii) coker 01, coker /3 are RG-lattices, 
(iii) cc, 0 are RH-homomorphisms. 
Then 
[N] - [coker a] = [L] - [coker ,3] in aR(G, H). 
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(3.17) COROLLARY. Let R, G, H, M, N, L, LY and B be as in (3.16). Sup- 
pose there are RH-submodules X of NH , Y of LH such that 
(i) X is an RH-summand of NH , 
(ii) Y is an RH-summand of LH , 
(iii) Ima_CX, ImjSC Y, 
(iv) There are RH-homomorphisms p1 : X+ Y, 0, : Y - X with 
pla = p, e,p = a. 
Then 
[N] - [coher a] = [L] - [coker /I] in a,(G, f-0 
Now let 0 <r <pn-l - 1. By (2.4), (2.5), (3.13), and (3.15), we may 
find a commutative diagram 
where e1 , p1 are RH-isomorphisms, 2~ Y G RH, Z is an RH-summand 
of (X,, , X0), and Y is an RH-summand of (X, , E), . By (3.17) we conclude 
(3.18) PROPOSITION. For 0 < r < pn-l - 1, 
in a,(G, H). 
(3.19) COROLLARY. [(X, , E),,-l-l] = [(X, , X,,)] + [V] ina,(G,H). 
Comparing the expressions for [(X, , I’),] obtained from (3.8) and (3.18), 
we obtain 
(3.20) COROLLARY. [(x, , E),-,] = [(xn , E),] - [&I - [&I + [(xn P &I)] 
in a,(G, H), for 1 < r <pa-l. 
Using (3.20) repeatedly, along with (3.19) we obtain 
(3.21) PROPOSITION. Thesubgroupofa,(G, H)generatedby [X,1,..., [X,], 
[(X, , Q,],..., K-C , -%-I] is ah generated by [X01,..., [X,1, [(X, , &)I. 
Proof. We need only note that by (2.3(iii)), we have 
[VI = [X,1 + *.. + K-11 in a,(G, H). 
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Now we have two tasks remaining. Namely, we will show that a,(G, H) 
is generated by all [Xi] and all [(X, , I?),]. Then it will follow from (3.21) 
that a,(G, H) . g is enerated by [X0],..., [X,], [(X, , X,-J]. Finally, we will show 
that this latter set of generators is independent. 
We have seen that each irreducible RG-lattice is either H-trivial, or has 
the property that YH z BP”-‘). Let us say that an RG-lattice M is of type 1 
if ilZH E A(%) for some u, and of type 2 if M, c St) for some t. We have 
just observed that each irreducible lattice belongs to one of the types. There 
exist lattices which are of neither type. 
(3.22) LEMMA. If M is of type I OY of type 2, then in a,(G, H), [M] 
equals the sum of its composition factors. 
Proof. Clear from (2.3). 
(3.23) PROPOSITION. Let U be the subgroup of a,(G, H) generated by all 
[Xi] and aZZ [(X, , I&]. Then U = a,(G, H). 
Proof. Let M be an RG-lattice; we show that [M] E U by induction on 
the R-rank of M. Clearly if rank M = 0 or if M is of type 1 or 2, then 
[M] E U. 
Hence we may assume that M is of neither type. We may then find an 
exact sequence 
(3.24) O-Ii-MAN-0 
of RG-lattices, with I irreducible of type 1. Also, N admits an R-pure irre- 
ducible RG-lattice of type 2. If (3.24) is RH-split, then [M] = [I] + [N] 
belongs to U by the induction hypothesis. If (3.24) is not RH-split, we must 
use a much more difficult argument. Let N’ = {n E N j @n = 0} be the 
maximal type 2 sublattice of N. Then there is an exact sequence 
0-N’JN-W-O, 
where W is an H-trivial RG-lattice. We form the diagram 
.I 
O--tI3P--+N’+O 
idi 1~ ii 
O-I-M-N-0, 
where the right-hand square is a pullback. Then (T is manic, and coker 0 z W. 
Fix an isomorphism 
k PH gg RIP’ @ A(“) @ B(W). 
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Since Imi’ is H-trivial, we have h(Imi’) C RH(“) @A(“). Thus Imi’ is 
contained in an RH-summand Y of P, where Ye RH(u) @A(*). Let 
f: PH + Y be the canonical RH-projection onto the summand Y. Form the 
diagram of RH-modules 
where the left-hand square is a pushout diagram. Since YE RH(U) @ AcZ’) 
and W is H-trivial, it follows from (2.3) that there is an RH-homomorphism 
IL: M’---f Y with pa’ = Idd, . Let 0: Y + PH be the inclusion, so that 
f0 = Id, . Then Pf’aO = Pa’fO = Id, 0 Id, = Id, . Thus, a0 is split by 
p.; so a(Y) is an RH-summand of MH . Now, a 1 r : Y--f a(Y) has an 
inverse T, and hence we have a commutative diagram 
Since Y is an RH-summand of PH and a(Y) is an RH-summand of MH , 
we may apply (3.17) to conclude 
WI = [PI - [iv’1 + WI in a,(G, H). 
Now, the R-ranks of N and N’ are smaller than that of M, hence [N’], 
[N] E U. Thus it suffices to show [P] E U. 
In order to deal with P, we must repeat the entire procedure with some 
slight variation. Thus, using P in place of M, and an R-pure, irreducible 
RG-sublattice f of type 2 in P in place of I, we work as before. We obtain 
[PI = WI - [II + [P/J1 in +(G, W, 
where P’ is such that there is a short exact sequence 
o-,J-P’+I~o. 
Let P” = (X E P: (h - 1)~ = 0). Then P” g I and PI/P” z f. Thus, we 
have an exact sequence 
O+I+P’+ J-00. 
Since E is the representation of G on the cosets of H, we have E G AC. 
As AG is the maximal type 1 sublattice of RG, and I is an R-pure type 1 
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sublattice of RG, we have an embedding s: I -+ E with R-pure image. Form 
the diagram 
O+I+P’-+ J-+0 
s-1 1s’ Jid 
O+E-Q-J+O, 
where the left-hand square is a pushout. Since I, E are of type 1, s is RH-split. 
It is easy to show that an H-splitting of s induces an H-splitting of s’. Also, 
coker s’ z coker s. Thus, in a,(G, H), we have 
[P’] = [Q] - [coker s]. 
Now, coker s is of type 1, so [coker s] E U by (3.22). Hence it suffices to show 
[Q] E U. But J is irreducible of type 2; so, Jz X, . Thus, Q is an extension 
of X, by E, and hence Q e (X, , E)k for some k. Thus, [Q] E U, and the 
proof of (3.23) is complete. 
As we have noted before, (3.23) implies that a,(G, H) is generated by 
[X01,..., [Xl, 7 [(X, 9 &)I. L e us now show that these generators are inde- t 
pendent. Suppose we have a relation 
(3.25) z. x,[X,] + y * [(xl > TJI = 0 
in a,(G, H), where xi , y are integers. Then this relation also holds in the 
Grothendieck ring KO(RG) = a,(G, 1). But [(X, , X0)] = [X,] + [X0] in 
KO(RG). Since KO(RG) is free abelian on [X0],..., [X,], it follows that 
x0 = -y = x, , xi = 0 for i = I,..., 11 - 1. Mapping to u,(H) by the 
restriction map, we get x,[Kj + x, .p”-l[B] + y. ([RH] + (p”-” - l)[B]) = 0, 
using (3.14). Since uR(H) is free abelian with basis [A], [RI, [RH], it follows 
that x0 = y = x, = 0. Hence all coefficients in (3.25) are zero, and thus, 
the given generators are independent. Our proof shows also that the map 
a,(G, ff) - a,(G 1) 0 a,(H) 
given by [M] H ([Ml, [Ivr,]) is a one-to-one mapping of rings. By [14] and 
[161, 4G 1) @Q(H) h as no nonzero nilpotent elements. Hence we have 
shown 
(3.26) THEOREM. Let R be the ring of p-udic integers, let G be a cyclic 
group of order pn and let H be the unique subgroup of order p in G. Then 
u,(G, H) is free us an additive group, with rank n + 2. As a ring, a,(G, H) 
has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
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Let us observe that (3.26) stands in contrast to the results in the modular 
case. Indeed, setting i? = RlpR, we have 
(3.27) THEOREM. The restriction map res: aR(G, H) - aR(H) is a ring 
isomorphism. 
Proof. See [lo, Theorem 2.11. 
Now, aR(H) is a free abelian group of rank p (see [14]). Thus the rank of 
aR(G, H) depends only on p. As we have just seen, the rank of a,(G, H) 
depends only on n. This is indeed a curious anomaly. 
4. ELEMENTARY ABELIAN ~-GROUPS 
In this section, p is a prime, R is the ring of p-adic integers in the p-adic 
field K. Let G be an elementary abelian p-group of order pn. Thus, G has 
generators a, ,..., a, with relations [ai, aj] = 1 = aiP for ;,i = I,..., n. Let 
H = (al). We will calculate a,(G, H). 
Denote by 5 a primitive p-th root of unity over K. From [l], we deduce 
that KG is the direct sum of the trivial G-module K, together with 
(p” - l)/(p - 1) copies of K[iJ. The generators ai act on K[LJ as various 
powers of 5; thus RG acts through the discrete valuation ring R[<]. As R[{] 
is a principal ideal domain, it follows that the nontrivial irreducible RG-lattices 
are all isomorphic to R[LJ, with the a, acting as indicated above. Now, if K 
is an integer with 1 < k < p - 1, then 5” is also a primitive p-th root of 
unity and R[l,] = R[[“]. Further, the matrix of the action of 5 on R[l] with 
respect to the R-basis 1, in’,..., [p-z is the same as that of the action of 4” 
with respect to the R-basis 1, [“, ([k)2,..., (ck)p-l. Namely, both matrices are 
the companion matrix C of the cyclotomic polynomial Q,(X) over K. Hence 
in choosing a full set of irreducible RG-lattices, we may assume that on each 
of them, al acts either trivially or as multiplication by 5. As in $3, we say 
that an RG-lattice X is of type 1 if X is H-triviaI, and that X is of type 2 if 
X, g Bt), some t. 
Let X be an irreducible RG-lattice of type 2. Then X affords a matrix 
representation 
a, + C 
al, + c”‘, k = 2,..., n, 
where the nk are integers lying between zero and p - 1. Denote by T the 
trivial RG-lattice. We define an RG-lattice (X, T) by requiring that it afford 
the matrix representation 
a, --t D 
ak - D”“, k = 2,..., n, 
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where 
1 0 0 *** 1 
Then there are RG-exact sequences 
(4.1) O-X&(X, T)- T-0. 
(4.2) o- T-(X, T)--+X-0. 
Neither sequence is RH-split, since X, z B, TH z A and (X, T)H s RH. 
Imitating the proofs of (2.4) and (2.5), we may show 
(4.3) LEMMA. Suppose that 
O-B&M-M/B-O 
is a nonsplit short exact sequence of RH-lattices. Then there is an RH-sublattice 
Y of M such that 
(i) Y 2 RH, 
(ii) al(B) Z Y, 
(iii) Y is an RH-summand of MM. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Suppose a diagram 
B-%RH 
4 
RH 
is given, where OL, p are RH-monomorphisms with R-torsion-free cokernels. Then 
there is a commutative diagram 
B”RH 
RH, 
where p, 0 are RH-isomorphisms. 
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(4.5) LEMMA. Let U be the subgroup of a,(G, H) generated by all [X] 
such that X is irreducible and all [(X, T)] such that X is irreducible qf type 2. 
Then U = a,(G, H). 
Proof. Let M be an RG-lattice; we show [M] E U by induction on the 
R-rank of M. If M is irreducible or ME (X, T) for some X, then [M] E U. 
If all composition factors of M are of the same type, then in a,(G, H), [M] 
equals the sum of its composition factors. 
It remains to consider the case where M has composition factors of both 
types. Then there is an exact sequence 
(4.6) O-X&M-M/X-O 
with X irreducible of type 2. If (4.6) is RH-split, then [M] = [X] + [M/X] 
in a,(G, H), whence [M] E U by the induction hypothesis. If (4.6) is not 
RH-split, then by (4.3), (4.4), and (3.17) we deduce 
[Ml = [(-K VI - PI + WV1 in a,(G, H); 
so, by the induction hypothesis, the proof is complete. 
Now let X, Y be irreducible RG-lattices of type 2. Since (X, T)H g 
(Y, T)u g RH, and TH E A, we may apply (2.5) and (3.16) to obtain 
[(Y, T)] = [(X, T)] - [X] + [Y] in a,(G, H). Thus, we need only one of 
the [(X, T)]. Suppose that the irreducibles are 
T, W, ,..., W, , X, ,..., X, , 
where W, ,..., W, are of type 1 and are not G-trivial and X, ,..., X, are of 
type 2. Then, by (4.2.5) and the remarks above, we see that a,(G, H) is 
generated by [T], [WI] ,..., [ Wr], [XJ ,..., [X,], [(X, , T)]. As in $3, we can 
show that these are independent. We obtain 
(4.7) THEOREM. Let R denote the p-adic integers, let G be an elementary 
abelian p-group and let H be a subgroup of order p. Then aR(G, H) is free 
abelian as an additive group, with rank (p” - l)/(p - 1) + 2. As a ring, 
a,(G, H) has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Let us remark that we have produced another counter example to the 
methods of the modular case. Indeed, Lam and Reiner [8, Theorem 5.11 
have shown 
(4.8) THEOREM. Let G be a direct product B x K of finite groups B, K 
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and let H C K. Assume that the jield F of $nite characteristic is a splitting field 
for B and all of its subgroups. Then, there is a ring isomorphism 
a,@% 1) Oz dK H) = +(G, H), 
where Z denotes the ring of rational integers. 
Let R = R/pR, B = (a, ,..., a,), H = K = (al). Then (4.8) yields a ring 
isomorphism 
ad4 1) 0~ a&f) s qdG, HI. 
However, there is no ring isomorphism or even group isomorphism between 
a,(B, 1) & a,(H) and a,(G, H) (since these groups have different ranks). 
Thus, (4.8) fails in the integral case. Finally, we note that (4.7) gives another 
counter example to the integral version of [lo, Theorem 2.11. 
5. QUATERNION AND DIHEDRAL GROUPS 
Let R denote the ring of 2-adic integers. Let G be a nonabelian group of 
order 8, so G is quaternion or dihedral. Let H = [G, G]; then H Q G and 
/ H / = 2. By methods similar to those in $3 and $4, one can show - 
(5.1) THEOREM. a,(G, H) = U @ V, where U is free abelian of rank 
six and 1 V 1 < 2. 
The group V is generated by [Yr] - [Y,], where Y1, Ya are the two inequiv- 
alent RG-modules generating the unique irreducible KG-module of 
dimension > 1. It seems quite difficult to determine whether or not V = 0. 
On the basis of $33$5, we conjecture that if R =p-adic integers, G is a 
p-group, H 4 G and 1 H / = p, then a,(G, H) is free abelian of rank 
e(G) + 1, where e(G) denotes the number of irreducible representations of G 
in the p-adic field. One may adapt the proof of (3.23) to give at least a partial 
proof of this conjecture. 
6. MISCELLANY 
An RG-lattice M is (G, H)-projective if every short exact sequence 
O-+N+L+M+O 
of RG-lattices, which is RH-split is also RG-split. The subgroup k,(G, H) 
of uJG) generated by all [M] such that M is (G, H)-projective is an ideal, 
and there is a natural map 
c: k,(G, H) -+ a,(G, H) 
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given by c([M]) = [Ml. c is the Cartan homomorphism. By the same proof as 
in [8], one may show 
(6.1) THEOREM. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring. Then c is 
manic. 
From this, one can deduce 
(6.2) COROLLARY. Let R be a Dedekind ring such that the Jordan-Zassen- 
haus Theorem holds for RG-lattices and the residue$elds of R have$nite char- 
acteristics. Then ker c is$nite. 
(6.3) COROLLARY. Let R be a discrete valuation ring (not necessarily 
complete) with jinite residue field. Then c is manic. 
(6.4) COROLLARY. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring and assume 
that the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem holds for RH-lattices. Suppose that 
a,(G, H) is finitely generated. Then the number n(RH) of isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable RH-lattices is finite. 
(6.5) COROLLARY. Let K be an algebraic number field which is a splitting 
field for G, and let R be the ring of algebraic integers in K. Suppose that 
a,(G, H) is finitely generated. Then n(RH) < co. 
On the basis of (6.4), (6.5), and the results of [9], we conjecture that 
a,(G, H) is finitely generated if and only if n(RH) < CO. 
One may also show that two other modular results do not carry over to the 
integral case. Namely, Lam and Reiner [6] and Dress [4] have shown that 
the cokernel of c is a torsion group in the modular case. In contrast, we have 
(6.6) PROPOSITION. Let R = p-adic integers, G a p-group, H a subgroup 
of order p. If H # G, then the cokernel of c has elements of inJinite order. 
Also, in the modular case, it is shown in [lo] that the restriction map 
res: a,(G, H) -+ a,(H) 
is often manic or even an isomorphism. We have 
(6.7) PROPOSITION. Let R be a domain of characteristic zero. Let H # G. 
Then res: a,(G, H) + a,(H) is not manic. 
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